ABSTRACT. Using In the present paper, we will give a complete classification of the Euclidean spaces of arbitrary dimension admitting non-parallel s-structures and we will give the number of these ones as well Finally we will generalize the meaning of an s-structure on every mamfold wt.ch is a CW-complex and we will solve the analogous problem on these manifolds We will prove that the aumber of the non-parallel sstructures is a dimensional-invariant
INTRODUCTION
Let E be an n-dimensional Euclidean space and f E E an automorphism
Ifzo E E then the expresmon f(:co) + Df_ (:c-zo) is the linear approximation off at zo We assume that z0 s a fixed point of f and the Jacobian matrix Df s an orthogonal matrix Then, if in a closed neighborhood of zo (under the usual topology) there is no other fixed point, f is called ssymmetry on :co and it is written L0 (x) x0 + A (x-x0), where the Jacobian A: belongs to 0(r) {I}, ( In the present paper, we will give a complete classification of the Euclidean spaces of arbitrary dimension admitting non-parallel s-structures and we will give the number of these ones as well Finally we will generalize the meaning of an s-structure on every mamfold wt.ch is a CW-complex and we will solve the analogous problem on these manifolds We will prove that the aumber of the non-parallel sstructures is a dimensional-invariant .n (): (3;1-3;10 3;2-3;2 3;n-3;0n) (3;z- 
